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No strings
attached
Wireless technology
brings the industry
together
Wireless technology has
transformed the way
we live. Every day,
people depend on
wireless systems to
communicate at work,
at home and when on
the move.
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SURVEY AS A SERVICE

OFFSHORE

Full collaboration between offshore
and onshore survey teams

ONSHORE

Minimize offshore survey crew and
maximize onshore support
24/7/365 remote monitoring and
support
Multi channel video streaming & audio
intercom
-

Minimize
Offshore personnel

In fact, with advances in technology, it
wouldn’t come as a surprise if in a few
decades from now, we were all living in a
virtually wire free world.
The potential benefits of wireless systems
for offshore applications are clear. Longrange radio modems and gateways have
enabled people to communicate in even the
world’s most challenging, far-flung seas.
Through the development of its own
patent-based communication products
nCentric can offer disruptive technology and
has a well-defined competitive advantage,
both in term of technology and commercial
contribution, compared to other competitive
telecommunication technologies e.g.
satellite and classic operators.

Reducing vessel POB, improving
logistics and overall operational safety

from an onshore location, reducing the
number of people required offshore and
limiting downtime.
The technology was a key component in the
clean-up operation following the Deep Water
Horizon disaster in 2010. The U.S
Government identified that increased
visibility and enhanced communication was
needed in order to monitor the operation.
The fast-track nature of the project

Maximize
Onshore support

required an extremely quick turnaround.
Utilising nCentric’s communication node on
board eight vessels, crews were able to
stream more than 10 live ROV video images
to the offshore command centre, as well as
between one another and create a reliable
communication link. The wireless mesh
network also accommodated ongoing
vessel movements and possible
obstructions, whilst tolerating interference

However, it’s not just on land that we rely on
this ‘no-strings attached’ approach,
nCentric’s wireless networks are now widely
deployed and used to provide fast, reliable
and cost-effective broadband
communications between assets and vessels
and onshore facilities.
It’s nCentric’s goal to supply seamless video
streaming and data transmissions for
large-scale, wireless dynamic mesh networks
from its offices and partners across the globe.
The nCentric technology can be used to
monitor offshore operations, increase
communication and can relay high definition
footage from Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROVs) in real-time. The system can be
configured remotely and can be monitored
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nCentric’s Nova Node is different to existing
systems currently on the market. It features
a range of license free radios from 900MHz
-2,4 GHz -5,8 GHz and can be linked up with
3G - 4G and even 5GpLTE modems for
reliable remote connectivity.
For Belgium and part of the Netherlands
nCentric holds the license to this 5GpLTE
band and acts as an offshore operator in this
frequency. Other countries on request. The
systems also have iridium on board for
remote monitoring from the Bruges or
Houston office.

Finally, it also includes a GPS tracking device so
vessels and other assets can be located at any
time, no matter where they are in the world.
Technical focus – Seehub

With Seehub, another nCentric solution,
engineers can now monitor and assist
offshore operations from any onshore
location. The network is highly responsive,
ensuring voice, video and data can quickly
and securely flow between all field
coverage nodes in the network and
shore-based locations.
from multiple frequencies without affecting
its performance.

equipment to seamless data transfer and
video security.

As companies venture into increasingly
remote and isolated locations,
communication lifelines are vital to manage
fleet and vessel operations as well as
maintain crew safety.

The industry relies on anywhere, anytime
communications and amidst the backdrop of
tough operating conditions, technology which
can enhance the speed and safety of projects
is key. The need for an infrastructure that
allows all assets, whether fixed or in motion, to
connect and communicate in real-time, at all
times is growing. This means that the industry
must be open to adopt new or changing
network technologies to increase productivity
and communicate without interference,
interruption, or manual intervention.

A wireless mesh network allows the industry to
connect and collaborate on a project, bringing
together all parties involved to exchange real
time IP data and video images across large,
hard-to-reach geographical areas.
By providing seamless mobility, critical
applications like VoIP, video streaming and
data, transmissions are not interrupted as
they move through the network, the
technology can specifically address the
overall communication requirements of
platforms, vessels and other assets
operating in remote areas. Therefore,
providing high bandwidth with extremely low
latency communication solutions, delivering
more efficient and safer operations.

nCentric’s Seehub was originally designed to
support ROV streams on any vessel.

Technical focus – nCentric Nova Nodes
Several products are available from the
standard Nova Node 4, Nova Node 2, Nova
Sector and Nova panel, which will operate as
an access point whilst the Mobi-node is a
small mobile unit the size of a deck of cards
providing you internet connectivity offshore.

As the industry faces more challenges and
greater complexity than ever before and the
world’s energy demand continues to grow,
it’s important that companies increase both
their discoveries and the efficiency of their
operations. By transitioning to the digital
windfarm, utilising seamless, highbandwidth communication services, the
industry can revolutionise the way they
carry out projects and create opportunities
to make better decisions faster.
Today’s technology will only get more
sophisticated as time goes on. The range of
applications supported by wireless
technology is virtually unlimited, from
remote monitoring of wind farms and
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‘The main goal of the ‘offshore 5G ready partnership’ is to give the
offshore users a more reliable, high speed, high capacity, low
latency internet link which covers the full Belgian North Sea.’

The streaming solution consists of onboard
encoders and a web-based interface that
means it’s possible to visualize the streams
from the office or any other location. Secure
access is available through the Internet or
clients’ private networks, providing instant
access regardless of analysts’ or viewers’
locations. Why send people offshore if you
have remote access from onshore….
Windfarm solutions and 5G pLTE in the
Belgian North Sea

The wind farm has a high concentration of
vessels, working around the installations,
supplying equipment or just sailing in and
out. Any of these vessels may require data
connectivity, which is traditionally offered by
VSAT, often not available for the smaller
vessels due to the cost.
Still, flexible data connectivity is a
requirement for all of the vessels. An easy to
mobilize system is needed, which can be

quickly be installed on an as needed basis for
both long and short periods of time.
A Belgian partnership consisting of the
offshore wireless network operator nCentric,
5G license owner, sister company Citymesh
and offshore integrator Engie Fabricom is
currently undertaking the roll-out of a full
blown 5G ready, internet connectivity in the
Belgian North Sea.
The main goal of the ‘offshore 5G ready
partnership’ is to give the offshore users a
more reliable, high speed, high capacity, low
latency internet link which covers the full
Belgian North Sea. This will be a unique and
very powerful solution, drastically
decreasing communication costs and
increasing operational excellence.
Furthermore, this is a private, dedicated
capacity of high speed, network where no
interference is possible, ensuring a fast route
to digital transformation (IOT) wireless free.

Not only wind farm installation projects but
also marine security & safety, search &
rescue, towing, dredging, as well as survey
operation applications or even crew well-fare
will benefit from this new network and its
innovative capabilities.
The roll-out will be done in several phases
starting with the installation of 2 network
stations offshore, on the substations of
existing wind farms, currently already
covering all Belgian offshore windfarms,
followed by 4 systems onshore and another
offshore. This will enable the full 5G ready
coverage in the entire Belgian North Sea.

On top of this, nCentric’s mesh will act as a
redundant system for backup reasons. The
end users will be able to connect to the
network by the use of dedicated network SIM
card within a small connection unit, with low
hardware and installation cost.
www.ncentric.com
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